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Interpreting dreams as narratives—unique, codified narratives—painter Lila Koufopoulou creatively basks in 

the wonderful invisible world of the subconscious, capturing its images with a chromatic rendering and emotional 

geniality. Dreams, allegories, imaginary issues imprinted like theatre stages artfully project the soul’s 

manifestations in titles like: Emergence of New Emotions, The Whirl of Joy, Healing Heart, The Dream Wave, 

Angel’s Wings, Love and Grace, Foreseeing the future, Fish out of familiar waters, Fireworks… 

 

When a soul speaks, nothing is incomprehensible or foreign. And, fittingly the exhibition’s title, Dream Stories, 

highlights the immersion in every individual’s innermost workings and interprets this invisible world, helping each 

person’s self-development, liberating them from fear or anything negative thus completely the person’s 

communion with his self.  

Like another oracle, the artist draws inspiration from her dreams and expresses them visually on large surfaces 

and abstractly like an illustration of transcendence. The shapes’ movement seems perpetual and is served by the 

gentle breeze wafting through them. The warm colors dominate the soft blue background, the invisible dream 

world suggests introversion, innocence; the lack of plasticity imbues the canvas with a looser composition and 

the progressive predominance of the rich color palette. Wander among the artist’s paintings and absorb her 

personal artistic language. The feeling of internal serenity and sweet balance will affect you!  

 

 
 

Lila Koufopoulou was born in Athens and studied Painting at the Athens School of Fine Arts. She holds a Master 

of Fine Arts in Video Art from Tufts University and the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and her 

dissertation was used to launch their Department of Arts, Sciences, and Technology in 1992.  

Her series of art creations “TRILOGY ABOUT SOUL - Chaos & Psyche, Games of the Soul, Dreams” focuses on the 

soul’s journey and the transformations over a woman’s lifetime, the strengthening of her confidence and self-

assurance through difficult experiences, the joy of life experienced with childlike wonder, and the value of 

dreaming. Lila Koufopoulou has an international reputation, and her work is found in important private 

collections and sold by major galleries abroad.   
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